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QUANTULA - IS A GROUP OF

COMPANIES THAT HAS BEEN PROVIDING A
FULL RANGE OF SERVICES FOR
PROFESSIONAL LIGHTING SYSTEMS FOR
OVER 10 YEARS: PRODUCTION,
INSTALLATION, DESIGN, FULL WARRANTY
AND POST-WARRANTY SERVICE.

QUANTULA Group it’s:

 3 500 M2 - OWN PRODUCTION AREA;
 150+ EMPLOYEES;
 MORE THAN 25 000 IMPLEMENTED

PROJECTS;
 5 OFFICES IN EUROPE.

THE СUSTOMERS OF THE SOLUTIONS ARE
KEY RETAILERS IN UKRAINE AND ABROAD,
AMONG THEM: RETROVILLE, RIVER MALL,
OCEAN PLAZA, BLOCKBUSTER MALL,
LAVINA MALL, SMART PLAZA, RESPUBLIKA,
PLANETA MALL and etc.

https://www.quantula-l.com/ua/
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LAVINA MALL
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Lavina Mall is the largest shopping
and entertainment center in
Ukraine, which was opened in
winter 2016. Modern futuristic
design, large spaces, unique store
formats, the latest cinemas, unusual
attractions, food courts for every
taste.

QUANTULA Group has offered
individual solutions for lighting
galleries and common areas. In total,
more than 4 000 luminaires were
installed in the mall.

River Mall is the largest shopping and entertainment center on the left bank of
Kyiv. The total area of the complex is 140 000 m2. There are more than 160
stores, among which 55 are clothing boutiques

The feature of the object is fully controlled zoned lighting. More than 3 000
luminaires can be controlled remotely, creating the atmosphere you want.

RIVER MALL
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RESPUBLIKA
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The multifunctional complex RESPUBLIKA is the largest shopping and
entertainment center in Europe. The so-called "core of entertainment" will include
a Happylon amusement park, a 12-hall Multiplex cinema, an ice rink "Mega Ice"
with an iceberg in the center of the complex, as well as a record for Ukraine 450
stores around.
More than 5 000 luminaires from the QUANTULA Group are a perfect match for
the unique and unforgettable interior design of the shopping center.

RETROVILLE

Retroville is a modern multifunctional shopping
and entertainment center with a lifestyle
concept, with a total area of over 120 000 m2.
Retroville on Vinogradar is lit by linear,
suspended and overhead devices, the total
number of which exceeds 3 500.

PLANETA MALL

Planeta Mall is a unique shopping
mall of regional significance, which
is one of the TOP largest shopping
and entertainment centers in
Ukraine.
In total, more than 1 000 luminaires
were installed in the reconstructed
part of the mall, with an area of 20
000 m2.
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BLOCKBUSTER MALL
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Blockbuster Mall is a new shopping and entertainment center, the largest in Kyiv
and Ukraine! To illuminate the common areas in the two parts of the mall, more
than 5 000 luminaires of several types from the TOP segment were used, which are
made in black.

SMART PLAZA POLYTECH 

In the spring of 2018, Smart Plaza
Polytech shopping mall with a total
area of 25 000 m2 was opened in Kyiv.
The color palette of the lamps
installed on the object is white, black
and blue, according to the design
decision of the mall designers.

SMART PLAZA OBOLON

Smart Plaza Obolon is a three-level
shopping center with a total area of
about 15 000 m2.
More than 1 000 fixtures were used to
illuminate the atriums and galleries.
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Cosmopolite MULTIMALL
center has become a MULTI
space for living, entertainment,
recreation, shopping and
business.
About 2 000 fixtures were
updated and replaced.

QUANTULA Group is renovating lighting for various facilities: from shopping malls to

logistics centers. The main feature of the refit is the replacement of metal halide

fixtures with the latest LED fixtures. LEDs last longer and are more energy efficient.

At the same time, LED fixtures have a more accurate color rendering, they are safe and

save electricity.

Refit «Cosmopolite
MULTIMALL»

Refit «FABRIKA»

Total area of the mall: 82 000 m2. The
project is implemented on the basis of
industrial production, namely the
reconstruction of the third shop of the
Kherson Cotton Mill.
The interiors of the shopping center
are made in the style of 60-70. More
than 1 500 metal halide lamps were
replaced in the mall.

Refit MALLs
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Ocean Plaza shopping mall is one of the largest shopping and entertainment
complexes in Ukraine. Opened on November 19, 2012. The total area of the
building is 165 000 m2.
In 2019, Ocean Plaza, together with QUANTULA Group, developed a joint project
to upgrade more than 5 000 fixtures in the mall.

Refit «OCEAN PLAZA»
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Ukraine:
02099, Kyiv, Ukraine,
Borispolska st., b. 9,
build. 57, P.O. Box 47
Tel/Fax : +38 044 369 54 22
Tel.: +38 067 462 40 01
office@quantula-l.com

Germany:
Blumenstrasse 5
30159 Hannover
Tel: +49 511 569 69074
+49 174 934 64 17
Info@quantula-germany.de
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Poland:
ul. Główna 67, Bobrowiec
05-502 Piaseczno
Tel: +48 729 47 00 29
+48 510 38 85 97
s.tlumatska@quantula-l.com
w.klapiszewski@quantula-l.com

Portugal & Spain:
Rua Dr. Manuel das Neves 14-4R
3810-101 Aveiro, Portugal
Tel: +351 234 02 14 75
+351 912 28 53 80 
r.tashkulov@quantula-l.com
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